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 These days, digital content products have been produced in various ways due to 

rapid development in ICT, making pre-existing digital contents information more useful  

than ever.  

 

 Digital content products are employed in a range of various fields such as cultural 

industry like movie, music, and books, medical industry like telemedicine, financial 

industry like online banking or cyber stock trading, media industry like home shopping  

and cable television, and education industry like online education program. 

 

 Before identifying digital content products, let’s define digital information. Digital 

information can be simply defined material in a digital format, of which meaning can be 

conveyed to human, or data-processing result of the material. 

 

 It has several characteristics such as; 1) it does not any physical not typical format; 2) 

infinite reproduction; 3) duplication at low cost; 4) it can be delivered electronically; 5) 

digital information can be standardized in one format regardless of its types; and 6) it 

takes on electronic labor, which is in between a product and human labor. 

Ⅰ. Introduction 
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 The digital content industry continues to grow  by 14.1% on annual average, as seen 

in US$ 97 billion  in 2008 from US$  5 billion  in 2003, while hiring about 75,000 

persons 

 

 However, consumer damages are also found due to characteristics of digital content 

products, unlike from those of traditional non-face-to-face transaction 

 

 For example, a consumer breaks copyright law due to illegal distribution of digital 

products without his or her knowledge. Or, the consumer fails to receive consumer 

redress due to lack of knowledge in IT technology.   

 

 Against this backdrop, consumer empowerment in digital content products shall 

contribute a lot to creation of digital content market and revitalization of global economy. 

 

Ⅰ. Introduction 
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 Many laws are present in the manner of digital content products to protect consumers 

in various ways.  

 

Primarily, for the purpose of digital content market growth, there are the copyright act, , 

online digital contents industry promotion act, culture industry promotion act, software 

industry promotion act, game industry promotion act, music industry promotion act, and 

e-learning industry promotion act, etc. 

 

 These laws are not only to create an environment to protect digital contents 

property and but also to make a better condition for consumers to use digital 

contents. 

 

 Also, for the purpose for consumer protection relating to digital content market, there 

are Regulation on protecting contents users, Act on Consumer Protection in Electronic 

Commerce, etc, Standardized Contracts Act, Fair Labeling and Advertising Act, etc 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 Regulation for protecting contents users. In March 26th 2012, was enacted to  

establish sound transaction and distribution order of digital contents and prevent 

damages. Thanks to the establishment, regulations on consumer protection in terms of 

digital contents, which were scattered in various law. It is expected to contribute to 

promoting consumer right and benefits. 

 

 Regulation for protecting  contents users is based on its superior, the act on the 

promotion of content industries, establishment of legal framework basis to protect 

content product users should come first before sound development of the respective 

industry. It is based upon a promise that no industry can be developed in a sound and 

sustained manner without consumer protection. 

 

 For those purpose, this regulation is largely classified into two parts, legal obligations 

of businesses and recommendations for consumer protection 

 

 Legal obligation parts cover rules for enterprisers to observe and becomes a criterion 

of violation of general consumer protection laws such as Act on Consumer Protection in 

Electronic Commerce, etc, Standardized Contracts Act, Fair Labeling and Advertising 

Act. 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 Recommendation parts composed of  rules to lead contents businesses to promote 

voluntary regulations for consumer protection by proposing other consumer protection 

except legal obligations related to terms and conditions of use. According this part, if a 

consumer is in a more disadvantageous condition compared to that of the regulations, 

the fact should be labeled or informed in simple layman’s language.  And, in case of 

negligence, corrective measures shall be recommended to the enterprisers 

 

  A. Legal Obligation parts: Terms and conditions of use, obligatory important 

information provision prior to making a contract and restrict of Labeling and 

advertising, making contract and performing contract, consumer’s cooling off, 

Cancellation of contents contract, judicial jurisdiction 

 A-1 (Change of terms and conditions of use):  Terms and conditions of use 

should be written in clear and readable manner and they should be showed and 

explained in the level of consumers’ expectation. In order to change the terms, it is 

required to notify consumers starting date and reason at its web site with the 

existing terms from at least 10 days before and for reasonable period after the 

notice 

 For  pre-existing consumers, it is required to send email terms to be 

changed, the reasons(including explanation in case new terms are important ) 

and the date to apply  

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 A-2 (obligatory important information provision prior to making a contract and 

restrict of Labeling and advertising):   

 

 Adequate information must be informed in order to help consumers make 

no mistake during trade.  

 

 Basic information related to developers, vendors, importers, 

distributors such as name, phone number, address, email  address, etc 
 

 Contents’ name, type, or its main contents (in case of e-learning, 

offering free test class), price 
 

 Way and period to Cool off or cancelation, cessation of continuing 

contract, its effect, products exchange, refund condition 
 

 Technical issues for streaming, options for escrow service,  
 

 how minors can cancel contracts when a legal representatives did not 

agree with or recognize the contract 
 

 In case of Game, the rating for youth to restrict using harmful contents 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 B. Recommendation part: Protection for consumers’ rights and interests, redress 

system for consumers damaged by poor quality of contents, previous notifying 

consumers of  automatic renewal or automatic transfer payments, point (loyalty) policy 

or jurisdiction.  

 

 B-1(Protection for consumers’ rights and interests): Equipment or employees 

prepared to protect consumers’ rights and interests, preventive action for consumers’ 

damages. 

 

 B-2(the way to cancel Contract): Notifying the ways of how to cancel contracts 

through telephone, SMS, email, fax, etc to consumers, refund system as the effect, 

cancellation of contracts of streaming service and its effect 

 

 consumers should pay penalty 10% of total payment then get refund the rest 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 B-3(automatic renewal or notification in advance): Digital contents providers should 

get consumers’ agreement to use charged service when free service is expired. It is 

required to give consumer notice on the amount, time and means(credit card, transfer  

and mobile, etc) of payment,  

 

 B-4(point policy): Notification of how to collect point, how to use, possibility to hand 

over the service, the available period, and compensation rules,  

 

 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 Recent  Supreme  court  verdict  related to game money 

 

 A role-playing game is a game in which players assume the roles of characters 

in a fictional setting. Players take responsibility for acting out these roles within a 

narrative, either through literal  acting, or through a process of structured decision-

making or character development. 

 

 A game money broker earned up to 580,170US$ in 2004 and National tax 

service charged $103,080 for VAT and income tax to him in 2009. However, he 

did not admit to pay tax and submitted this case to a court. 

 

 The Supreme court ruled that it is right for him to pay taxes since game money is 

considered as commodities that can be supplied and sold in the market, thus if 

anyone earns a profit through trading commodities(game money), then he/she 

should pay the value added tax.  

 

 In a court of first and second instance, National tax service’s charging tax is 

not unlawful because the plaintiff did not report their profits honestly that 

earned by selling game items even though he is a e-commerce retailer. 

 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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 Recent  Supreme  court  verdict relating to the  

 

 As a similar precedent in the Supreme Court, a game service consumer who 

exchanged game money in cash, which has been forbidden by game industry 

promotion act, was accused of the breach of the law and fined to pay the penalty 

2,000,000 KOW(1,740US$) at the first instance. However, at the appellate and 

supreme court , he won. 

 

 Finally, the supreme court ruled that it is not unlawful for national tax service 

imposed tax to the plaintiff  because game money is commodity based on value-

added tax act 

 

★ online game between provider and consumer is closer to service, but game  

items or money between C2C or B2C is more closer to product. 

Ⅱ. Consumer protection law for digital content products 
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  Preliminary  

 

 Since digital contents are intangible and the online trade is non face-to-face that 

makes hard to check the quality of the product on line, dispute between 

consumers and sellers increase. 

 

 Owing to digital content product characteristics, type of disputes are mailny 

digital contents’ quality, minors trade, an illegal use of other’s name, 

disappearance of sellers, closure of internet site after purchase, and too many 

stakeholders as well.  

 

 Main Consumer complaints related to digital content products of Korea  

  

 From January 2005 to September 2007 (33 months), 7,252 consumer 

complaints relating to digital content products filed to 180 consumer organizations 

in the whole country. It can be divided into 8 sectors ; e-learning, internet game, 

computer security service, music, movie, adult content, and service for using 

internet information etc.  

Ⅲ. Consumer damage type of digital content products 
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Digital Content Products Complaints 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 For analyzing cases; cases related to Internet education program were ranked the 

highest as 51% (3,697 cases), and in the second place cases about internet game 

were reported as 27.4% (1,984 cases), the rest cases such as computer security (6.8% 

- 495), music (4.0%-247), movie (3.2%-229), adult contents (2.7%-196), internet 

information service (0.7% - 53), and etc (4.3%-311) were calculated.  

Ⅲ. Consumer damage type of digital content products 

Items cases ratio 

E-learning 3,697 51.0% 

Internet Game 1,984 27.4% 

Internet Security 495 6.8% 

Music 247 4.0% 

Movie 229 3.2% 

Adult contents 196 2.7% 

Information service 53 0.7% 

Others 311 4.3% 
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 Especially, the reason for e-learning consumer damage, registered the most (3,679 

cases), mostly consists of refusal or delay (2,774 -75%) against consumer’s 

cancelation request, content’s quality problem (762 – 20.6%), refusing minors’ 

canceling request (91 – 2.5%), payment (13 – 0.4%), and etc (57 – 1.5%) in descending 

order.   

 

 Total amounts of consumers’ complaints were 475,652 US$ in 2005, 380,869 US$ in 

2006, and 285,217 US$ for the first nine months in 2007 - the total sum reached 

1,143,382 US$.  

 

 On the other hand, the filing rate for asking help to consumer organization were only 

4.9%, meaning that the expected total amounts of consumer damage approximately 

reached 7.4 million US$. 

Ⅲ. Consumer damage type of digital content products 
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 Definition of Consumer Competence 

Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Scholars show different views about definition and concepts of consumer 

competence. Brown defines it as knowledge and ability for individuals to function 

effectively and compete to survive in economic system.  

 

 Shin Hye-sun defines consumer competence as outcome through socializing 

consumers and knowledge, role, and active attitude toward economic system, 

enabling them to do their roles in effective and efficient way.  

 

 Dickinson defines it as individual’s ability, function, and talent allowing to take 

their active role as consumers in the market, driving market system efficiently, fair 

and proper. 

 

 Lee, Ki-Choon defines consumer competence as a combination of consumers’ 

knowledge, attitude, and responsibilities to practice in wise manner in the market, 

boosting economy alive, which his definition is mostly adopted in Korea 
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 Definition of Digital Consumer Competence 

Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Digital goods consumption competence is about searching information, 

comparing, and purchasing products by using digital technology and network 

efficiently and making evaluations about their purchased products based on their 

abilities to manage and use properly digital goods.  

 

Thus, consumers can get cognitive and technical ability that allows them to 

function efficiently and responsibly as members of the knowledge-based society, 

with ability to search and compare information about digital goods and to use and 

maintain digital goods. 
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 Elements to measure digital competence of consumers 
 

 Consumer Knowledge, Consumer role attitude, Consumer skill 

Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Consumer Knowledge 
 

 The cognitive domain of consumer competence and includes both procedural 

knowledge and declarative knowledge as discussed in cognitive psychology (de 

Jong & Ferguson-Hessler,1996). 

 

 Research has established consumer affairs knowledge, information search 

and pre-purchase evaluation, managerial knowledge, and consumerism 

knowledge as the contents of consumer knowledge (Moschis & Churchill, 

1978; Rhee,1985). 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Consumer role attitude 
 

 Attitude has become an important concept in behavioral science because it has 

been linked to behavior through its effect on behavioral intentions, which can 

direct behavior consciously through a controlled reasoning process (Ajzen, 1991; 

Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).  

 

 Attitude toward behavior can be defined as ‘'‘the favorability of the 

consequences of an act and the importance of these effects’'’' (Ouellette & Wood, 

1998, p. 57) 

 

 Consumer attitude is the affective domain of consumer competence and can be 

defined as the consistent beliefs consumers have their role as consumers and 

consequences of their actions in the marketplace (Rhee, 1985) 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Consumer role attitude 
 

 Recent studies argue that the consequence of individual consumption has 

multiple domains including personal domain, social domain, and ecological 

domain (Benn, 2004; Berg, 2007; Rhee & Kim, 2008).  

 

 Benn (2004) points out the dilemma between consumership and citizenship and 

argues that in a commercialized and globalized world, consumers cannot perform 

their roles sufficiently if they learn only the traditional value of egocentric interest. 

 

 He argues that consumers need to learn to care for themselves as well as 

for others and for the environment. 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Consumer Skill 
 

 Proctor and Dutta (1995) define skill as ‘'‘goal-directed, well organized behavior 

that is acquired through practice and performed with economy of effort’’’  

 

 Consumer skill is the behavioral domain of consumer competence that includes 

consumers' ability to apply and execute their knowledge in accordance with their 

attitudes.  

 

 Berg and Teigen (2009) suggested that consumer skills related to the whole 

consumption processes include searching, choosing, buying, using, processing, 

maintaining, and finally disposing and recycling. 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Other Factors which may affect  Digital  Competence of Consumer s 
 

 Number of digital devices used : To consume digital goods, consumers must 

have access to appropriate hardware and devices. In the previous literature, the 

number of digital devices used by consumers has been found to have an impact 

on consumers’ digital goods consumption behavior and digital goods consumption 

attitude 

 

  Frequency of digital goods purchase Repetition accelerates the speed and the 

strength of learning (Anderson, 2004). Park and Lessig (1981) argued that 

repeated purchases increase the familiarity with the product and positively 

influence consumers’ knowledge of the product. In this regard, it can be expected 

that the frequency of digital goods purchase would have a positive impact on the 

level of DGCC. 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Other Factors which may affect  Digital  Competence of Consumer s 
 

 Consumer problem experience Previous research showed that consumers’ 

problem experiences have significant influence on consumers’ attitude and 

behavior. Kwak and Choi (2008) suggested that while consumers’ negative 

experience with digital goods consumption may have a negative impact on 

purchase intention, it could have a positive influence on consumer knowledge 

about digital products and the technology involved. 

 

 Consumer attitude toward technology At issue here is the consistency of 

consumers’ beliefs and feelings about the digital environment and the use of 

digital technology (Park, 2010). Kim and Kim (2002) argue that individuals with a 

positive attitude toward technology tend to seek opportunities to be exposed to 

technology, and this in return positively influences cognitive and technical 

competence in use of technology. In this regard, consumers’ positive attitude 

toward technology could be expected to have a positive relationship with DGCC. 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Survey  to measure  Digital  Competence of Consumer s 
 

  Outline : 2009. 11.  312 aged 18 ~ 49  consumers who have previously 

purchased digital content products 

 

 Sample Characteristics : Gender, Age, Occupation, Level of education, Personal 

income, consumer problem experience, previous consumer education. 

 

 Measuring items  

 Consumption Knowledge : General Knowledge and Legal Knowledge 

 Consumption Attitude : Consumer Rights and Responsibility  as personal 

and social interests 

 Consumption Skill : General consumption skill, Digital goods purchase skill, 

and Digital goods usage skill, and   
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Survey  to measure  Digital  Competence of Consumer s 

Domain 
Digital goods 

consumption knowledge 

Digital goods 
consumption 

Attitude 

Digital goods 
consumption Skill 

- 
General 

Knowledge 
Legal 

Knowledge 
Consumer 

Rights 
Consumer 

Responsibility 
General 

Skill 
Purchase 

Skill 
Usage 
Skill 

Mean 53.16 62.93 80.48 72.31 59.86 68.57 62.90 

Mean 58.03 76.39 63.78 

Mean 65.07 

Descriptive statistics of digital goods consumption competence 

 General knowledge Among 7 items gets the lowest scores, on the other hand  

consumer rights gets the highest scores.  

 

 While 53% of male respondents belonged to the ‘High Knowledge’ group, but 

about 55% of females were contained in the ‘Low knowledge – Low skill’.  60 % of 

females in the self-employed/housewives category belonged to ‘Low knowledge – 

Low  skill’ 
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Ⅳ. Consumer competence index 

 Survey  to measure  Digital  Competence of Consumer s 

 

 About 60% of respondents with a level of education less than high school were 

contained in the ‘‘Low knowledge–Low skill’’ consumer cluster, while about 45% of 

respondents with some college education, and 42% of respondents with advanced 

degrees appeared in the ‘‘High Knowledge’’ cluster. Age, income, and previous 

consumer education did not significantly differ between the three consumer groups. 

 

  Scores were found to be significantly related to having experience with a greater 

number of digital devices and purchasing digital goods more frequently. While 

64% of consumers owning less than two digital devices clustered in the ‘‘Low 

knowledge–Low skill’’ consumer group, about 44% of consumers owning more 

than five devices appeared in the ‘‘High Knowledge’’ group. 

 

 Also, almost 47% of respondents who purchased digital goods less than once 

per month were contained in the ‘‘Low knowledge–Low skill’’ consumer group. 

Consumers’ attitude toward technology was found to be significantly related to the 

level of DGCC. Consumers with more positive attitude toward technology were 

more likely to have higher levels of digital competence. 
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 The results from this survey showed the need for enhancing consumer knowledge 

about the ‘‘new’’ properties of digital goods. Digital transformation of the marketplace 

thus far has been driven mostly by the development of the technology without much 

attention being paid to the demand side (Kim, Lee, & Kim, 2002).  

 

 However, for the utility from technology to be fully realized, it needs to be adopted and 

utilized effectively by consumers. Conscious efforts need to be made to educate 

consumers about the nature of digital goods, their transaction process, and the 

consequences of their use. At the same time, the importance of competences that are 

traditionally needed by consumers such as pre-purchase search and evaluation should 

not be overlooked. 

 

 The responsibility to educate consumers partially falls to some extent upon the 

providers of the digital content products, but all consumers, consumer educators, and 

policy makers need to be involved as well 

Ⅴ. Education for consumer empowerment 
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 A positive trend in consumer education is a collaborative model where business, 

government, and consumer educators work together to provide the most effective 

learning material and environment.  

 

 The results of cluster analysis within the chosen sample showed that there are 

distinctive consumer groups that differ in their level of Digital Competence. 

 

  Cluster 1 of consumer knowledge and skill  lack 

  Cluster 2 of consumer knowledge proficiency 

  Cluster 3 of consumer skill proficiency 

 

 These results suggest that there may be identifiable consumer groups that may be 

more vulnerable in the consumption and use of digital goods.  

 

Such analysis may help identify the consumer subgroups that are the most 

vulnerable in the digital era : female / housewives/ individual proprietor 

 

 It implies that we need to segment consumer classes to raise efficiency of  

consumer education  activities and particularly specialize vulnerable consumer 

class 

Ⅴ. Education for consumer empowerment 
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 Consumer sovereignty  related to digital content products may be fulfilled by 

 

 Recognizing their rights as consumers purchasing digital content products by 

themselves 

 

 Showing  positive attitude for his or her progressive role for other consumers and 

for themselves 

 

 Taking actions actually and gradually as recognize  

Ⅴ. Education for consumer empowerment 



“We love consumers.” 


